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Abstract The force-based quasicontinuum (QCF) approximation is a non-
conservative atomistic/continuum hybrid model for the simulation of defects
in crystals. We present an a priori error analysis of the QCF method, applied
to a one-dimensional periodic chain, that is valid for an arbitrary interaction
range, large deformations, and takes coarse-graining into account. Our main
tool in this analysis is a new concept of atomistic stress.
Moreover, we formulate a new atomistic/continuum coupling mechanism
based on coupling stresses instead of forces and extend the a priori analysis
to this new method. We show that the new method has several theoretical
advantages over the original QCF method.
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1 Introduction
Atomistic/continuum hybrid models are often employed to describe localized
defects in a long-range elastic ﬁeld. While atomistic models are needed to
provide accurate descriptions of defects they are usually too expensive compu-
tationally to allow su ciently large-scale simulations that resolve the elastic
far-ﬁeld, which can, instead, be modelled e ciently by a coarse-grained contin-
uum model. Methodologies for coupling the two di erent material descriptions
were ﬁrst described in [16,15,24,31]; more recent examples are [1,11,32,14,28].
The numerical analysis of atomistic/continuum hybrid methods is a topic of
active research [4,5,8,9,11,12,17–19,23,25,26]. We also mention [22,21] for
recent overviews of the ﬁeld.
Despite several creative (and sometimes complex) attempts [11,30,32] con-
siderable obstacles remain for the formulation of accurate energy-based cou-
pling mechanisms. By contrast, force-based coupling mechanisms [4,16,15,31]
are comparatively simple in their formulation and, more importantly, they do
not su er from the interfacial consistency errors exhibited by most energy-
based methods [5,23]. The force-based quasicontinuum (QCF) method [4] is
a prototypical example of a force-based atomistic/continuum hybrid method
and is the focus of the present paper.
A series of recent articles [7–10] was devoted to the study of a linearized
QCF operator in one dimension. This analysis revealed some unexpected and
potentially undesirable (in)stability properties. The fact that the QCF method
makes no modiﬁcation of the forces at the interface gives rise to a hidden
coupling mechanism that can only be observed in a weak representation of
the operator and has the e ect that the QCF operator is generically indeﬁnite
and that it is unstable in discrete variants of W1,p-spaces for 1   p< .
Nevertheless, it is possible to prove stability in a discrete W1, -space [9], a
fact we shall also use in our error analysis.
The ﬁrst purpose of the present work is to extend the analysis of the QCF
method to include ﬁnite range interaction, large deformations, and also to
take into account the coarse-graining of the continuum model, a step that was
previously disregarded. Our analysis is still restricted to a one-dimensional
model, which is primarily due to the fact that we are lacking the techniques
that would allow us to prove stability in higher dimensions. Our main tools in
this analysis are a new atomistic stress function (Section 3.1) and the resulting
atomistic/continuum model error estimate in terms of stresses (Section 3.2).
Moreover, the atomistic stress function provides a new perspective on the
interface terms in the weak form of the QCF operator (Section 4.1). In Sections
4.2 and 4.3 we establish stability and consistency of the method in a suitable
function space setting, which we combine into an a priori error estimate inAnalysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 3
Section 4.4. We obtain a superconvergence result that is formally of second
order.
The second purpose of this paper is to formulate and analyze a new force-
based coupling mechanism that does not su er from the deﬁciencies of the
QCF method mentioned above. Our starting point is the observation that
the stress is a more natural concept in continuum mechanics than the force.
Indeed, since we have a representation of the atomistic force in its weak form
in terms of the atomistic stress function it is natural to couple stresses as
opposed to forces (as in the QCF method). This leads to a new stress-based
atomistic/continuum coupling mechanism (SAC method) that we analyze in
Section 5. Our results for the SAC method are similar to those for the QCF
method except that they are valid in a larger deformation regime. Moreover,
we show in [20] that the SAC operator is positive deﬁnite, which might make
an extension of the error analysis to two and three dimensions feasible.
To conclude we present in Section 6 several numerical experiments con-
ﬁrming our analytical results.
2 Formulation of the QCF Method
2.1 Notation for discrete functions
We begin by brieﬂy introducing some notation for discrete functions. We shall
be concerned with functions deﬁned on Z, which we shall denote by v =
(v )  Z   RZ. Of particular interest are periodic functions with a period 2N
where N   N, N   2, is ﬁxed throughout. The set of 2N periodic functions is
denoted by RZ
#. We deﬁne the reference cell as
L =
 
  N +1 ,...,N
 
.
Throughout, we set   =1 /N.
For K  Z and p   [1, ) we deﬁne the (semi-)norms, for v   RZ,
 v  
p
 (K) =
 
 
 
  K
|v |p
 1/p
, and  v   
  (K) =  v   (K) = max
  K
|v |.
Whenever the set (K) is omitted from this notation, then it is assumed that
K = L. For p = 2 and K = L the associated inner product is
(v,w)  =  
 
  L
v w  for v,w   RZ.
Using the convention 1 = (1)  Z, the set of periodic functions with mean zero
is denoted by
U =
 
v   RZ
# :( v,1)  =0
 
. (1)4 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
For v   RZ we deﬁne v  =( v 
 )  Z and v   =( v  
 )  Z, where v 
  denotes the
backward ﬁnite di erence and v  
  the centered second di erence,
v 
  =
v  v  1
  , and v  
  =
v +1 2v +v  1
 2 .
(Note that with this notation v    =( v ) .) The ﬁrst-order discrete Sobolev
norms are deﬁned as
 v U 1,p =  v   
p
  for v   RZ and for p   [1, ].
We note that   ·   
p
  and   ·  U 1,p are norms on the space U .
Finally, we adopt the convention that all functions v   RZ are identiﬁed
with their continuous piecewise a ne interpolants with respect to the reference
lattice
x =( x )  Z =(   )  Z.
With this convention we have, for v   RZ and     Z, that v  = v(x ) and
v 
  = v (s) for s   (x  1,x  ).
2.2 Atomistic model problem
In order to avoid the complications associated with relaxation e ects in bound-
ary layers [26], or the analytical di culties in inﬁnite domains, we pose an
atomistic model problem in a periodic domain. Recalling from (1) the deﬁni-
tion of U , which we henceforth call the displacement space, we deﬁne the set
of admissible deformations as
Y =
 
y   RZ : y   Ax   U and y 
  > 0 for all     Z
 
. (2)
The constant A > 0 can be thought of as a macroscopic strain. Thus, admissi-
ble deformations are orientation-preserving periodic displacements, with zero
mean, from the homogeneous lattice Ax. We have restricted the set of defor-
mations to functions with positive gradient since the energy functional we are
about to deﬁne only takes arguments with this property.
We assume that each atom interacts with at most rcut   N atoms to its left
and right, through a pair potential     C3(0,+ ), where  (j), j =0 ,1,2,3, are
bounded in any interval [ ,+ ),  > 0. We do not need to assume the typical
convex-concave structure of Lennard–Jones-type potentials in our analysis.
The internal stored energy (per period) of a deformation y   Y is given by
 a(y)= 
 
  L
1
2
±rcut  
r=±1
 
  
 Dry 
 
  
, where Dry  =
y +r   y 
 
.
Here, and throughout, we understand
 ±rcut
r=±1 as the sum from r =  rcut to
rcut, excluding r = 0.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 5
Assuming that all external forces are dead loads (i.e., they do not depend
on the deformation), collected into a function g   U , the total energy is given
by
 a
tot(y)= a(y)   (g,y) .
The atomistic problem is to ﬁnd a local minimizer of  a
tot in Y , that is,
Find ya   argmin a
tot(Y ), (3)
where “argmin” denotes the set of local minimizers.
Remark 1 It is often asserted that more general external forces of the form
g =( g( ,y ))  Z, which could, for example, model a substrate in a Frenkel–
Kontorova model, are easily incorporated in the analysis. This is indeed the
case when the stability analysis is based on positivity of the linearized oper-
ator. However, our stability analysis is based on a technique that makes the
extension to these more general external forces non-trivial.   
2.3 The Cauchy–Born approximation
In regions of the domain L where the atomistic deformation is regular (in a
sense that we will make precise) we may wish to replace the atomistic model
by a continuum model. We begin by discussing the case where an atomistic
deformation is smooth everywhere. In that case, the model most commonly
encountered is the Cauchy–Born approximation. One way to obtain it is to
take a ﬁxed deformation ¯ y = Ax +¯ u, where ¯ u   C1(R) is 2-periodic and
¯ y  > 0, and let ¯ y( ) = (¯ y(x ))  Z denote its restriction to the lattice, to obtain
lim
  0
 a(¯ y( ))= c(¯ y) :=
  1
 1
W(¯ y )dx,
where the Cauchy–Born stored energy function W is given by
W(F)=
rcut  
r=1
 (Fr). (4)
The proof of this statement is a simple calculus exercise, which we omit. We
refer to [2,13] for more sophisticated justiﬁcations of the Cauchy–Born model.
2.4 Finite element discretization: the local QC method
To discretize the Cauchy–Born model, we ﬁrst partition the domain into a
ﬁnite number of intervals (elements). It is often assumed that the nodes of the
partition (the shared endpoints of the intervals) are the positions of a subset
of atoms in the reference conﬁguration, the so-called representative atoms or6 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
repatoms. We will make the same assumption here, as it simpliﬁes some aspects
of our analysis. The set of repatoms is denoted by
Lrep =
 
 1,..., M
 
 L,
where 0 < M < 2N and  1 < 2 < ··· < M.
We extend the grid of repatoms periodically, that is, we deﬁne ( m)m Z
through the condition  m+M =  m +2N for all m   Z. We denote the “physi-
cal” positions of the repatoms by Xm = x m =   m. We deﬁne the local mesh
size for elements and for nodes, respectively, by
hm = Xm   Xm 1 and Hm = 1
2(Xm+1   Xm 1) for m   Z.
We denote by S 1
h the space of piecewise linear functions with respect to the
grid (Xm)m Z. If vh   S 1
h then we denote its nodal values by Vm = vh(Xm)=
vh, m, and its gradient in the interval (Xm 1,X m) by V  
m =( Vm Vm 1)/hm,
that is,
vh,  = Vm 1 + V  
m(x    Xm 1) for   =  m 1,..., m.
We deﬁne the mesh-dependent inner product
(v,w)h =
M  
m=1
Hmv mw m for v,w   RZ.
Clearly, the arguments v,w need not be deﬁned on all of RZ, but only on the
repatom grid Lrep =(  m)M
m=1. Allowing a slight abuse of notation we will in
fact admit any such family V =( Vm)M
m=1, etc., of nodal values as arguments
for (·,·)h. For example, we may write (vh,w h)h =( V,W)h, and so forth.
Finally, we deﬁne the ﬁnite element deformation (or, trial) and displace-
ment (or, test) spaces associated with Y and U , respectively, as
Uh =
 
uh   S 1
h   RZ
# :( uh,1)h =0
 
= U   S 1
h, and
Yh =
 
yh   S 1
h : yh   Ax   Uh and y 
h,  > 0 for all     Z
 
= Y   S 1
h.
For the ﬁnite element discretization of the Cauchy–Born model we approx-
imate the potential of the external forces (g,y)  using the mesh-dependent
inner product (·,·)h. This gives the total energy functional for the ﬁnite ele-
ment discretization of the Cauchy–Born model,
 c
tot(yh)= c(yh)   (g,yh)h for yh   Yh.
In terms of the vector of nodal values Y of a function yh   Yh the functional
 c
tot can also be written as
 c
tot(yh)=
M  
m=1
hmW(Y  
m)  
M  
m=1
Hmg mYm, (5)Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 7
where W was deﬁned in (4). We also remark that through our identiﬁcation
of lattice functions with their piecewise a ne interpolants the functionals  c
and  c
tot can also be deﬁned on Y .
The name often given to this P1 ﬁnite element discretization of the Cauchy–
Born approximation is the local quasicontinuum (QCL) method. Hence, in the
QCL method, we aim to ﬁnd a local minimizer of  c
tot in Yh, that is:
Find yc
h   argmin c
tot(Yh). (6)
2.5 The force-based QC Method
Having deﬁned the atomistic model and the local QC method, the deﬁnition
of the QCF method will be relatively straightforward. Beforehand we brieﬂy
discuss the concepts of criticality and forces in the atomistic and continuum
model.
If ya is a solution of (3) then it satisﬁes the ﬁrst-order criticality condition
 D a
tot(ya),v  =0  v   U , (7)
where  ·,·  : U     U   R denotes the duality pairing between the spaces
U   and U and the ﬁrst variation D a
tot(ya) of  a
tot at ya is understood to
be an element of U   (see Section 2.6.2 for more detail). We call a function
ya satifying (7) a critical point of  a
tot. Upon deﬁning the internal atomistic
forces, normalized by the scaling parameter  , as
fa
 (y) :=  
1
 
  a(y)
 y 
, for     Z,
and collecting them into the vector fa(y) = (fa
 (y))  Z, the criticality condi-
tion can be written more explicitly as
(fa(y)+g,v)  =0  v   U . (8)
Similarly, if yc
h   Yh is a solution of (6) then it satisﬁes
 
D c
tot(yc
h),v h
 
=0  vh   Uh. (9)
We call a point yc
h satisfying (9) a critical point of  c
tot. In this case,  ·,·  also
denotes the duality pairing between U  
h and Uh. If we deﬁne the QCL force
vector Fc(yh)=( Fc
m(yh))m Z (note that Fc
m are generalized forces acting on
degrees of freedom Ym, m =1 ,...,M) by
Fc
m(yh)= 
1
Hm
  c(yh)
 Ym
for m   Z,
then the QCL criticality condition (9) is equivalent to
 
Fc(yc
h)+g,vh
 
h =0  vh   Uh. (10)8 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
(Recall that arguments of (·,·)h only need to be deﬁned on Lrep.) We also deﬁne
the e ective atomistic forces on the degrees of freedom Ym,m=1 ,...,M, by
Fa(yh)=( Fa
m(yh))M
m=1,
Fa
m(yh)= 
1
Hm
  a(yh)
 Ym
,
and extended periodically for m   Z.
Remark 2 We note that, if  m, m ± 1 belong to Lrep then Fa
m(yh)=f m(yh).
To see this, we ﬁrst observe that in this case Hm =  . Expanding the partial
derivative we obtain
Fa
m(yh)= 
1
Hm
  a(yh)
 Ym
=  
1
 
 
  L
  a(y)
 y 
 
   
y=yh
 yh, 
 Ym
=
 
  L
fa
 (yh)
 yh, 
 Ym
.
If  m and  m ± 1 belong to Lrep then
 yh, 
 Ym = 0 for    =   and
 yh, 
 Ym = 1 if
  =  , which shows that Fa
m(yh)=f m(yh) is indeed true in this case.   
To construct the QCF method, we partition the set of repatoms Lrep =
La  Lc into the degrees of freedom for which we require atomistic accuracy,
La, and those for which the accuracy of the continuum model is su cient, Lc.
Upon deﬁning the QCF force operator Fqc : Yh   RZ by
Fqc(yh)=
 
Fqc
m (yh)
 
m Z where Fqc
m (yh)=
 
Fa
m(yh), if  m  La,
Fc
m(yh), if  m  Lc,
extended periodically, the QCF method is deﬁned by the following nonlinear
variational problem:
Find y
qc
h   Yh s.t.
 
Fqc(y
qc
h )+g,vh
 
h =0  vh   Uh. (11)
Following previous analyses of the QC method [5,8,9,6] we assume through-
out that the atomistic and continuum regions take the form
La =
 
   ,..., }, and Lc = Lrep \L a, (12)
where     1. Moreover, we will normally assume that
{     rcut,...,  + rcut} L rep; (13)
see Figure 1 for a visualisation of La, Lc, and condition (13). Condition (13)
simpliﬁes both the analysis and the implementation of the QCF method, and,
more importantly, it guarantees a superconvergence e ect that may otherwise
be absent (see Remark 7). Namely, we note that (13) implies that Fa
m(yh)=
fa
 m(yh) for all  m  La.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 9
    
  + rcut      rcut
0
Fig. 1 Visualisation of La (black squares), Lc (white squares), and condition (13), with
  = 3 and rcut = 2.
For future reference we state explicit formulas for fa
  and Fc
m. For all y   Y ,
and r =1 ,...,rcut, we have |D ry | =  D ry , which implies that
fa
 (y)=
1
 
rcut  
r=1
 
  (|Dry |)     (|D ry |)
 
, and (14)
Fc
m(y)=
1
Hm
 
DW(Y  
m+1)   DW(Y  
m)
 
. (15)
Remark 3 (The pointwise formulation) The need for the variational formula-
tion (11) of the QCF method is an artifact of the periodic boundary conditions.
Preferrably, we would like to state (11) in the “pointwise” form
Fqc
m (y
qc
h )+g(Xm) = 0 for m =1 ,...,M.
However, it was shown in [8] that in some cases (Fqc(yh),1)h  = 0, that is Fqc
does not map Uh to Uh, and hence this “pointwise” formulation may lack a
solution. In [8], to overcome this di culty, a projection operator was used,
which results in a formulation that is equivalent to our “strong variational
formulation” (11). For problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions this e ect
does not occur [9].   
2.6 Additional Notation
We conclude this section by reviewing some of the notation used in the previ-
ous subsection, and introducing additional notation that will be useful in the
remainder of the paper.
2.6.1 Interpolant
We note that the standard nodal interpolant does not map U to Uh and hence
we deﬁne a modiﬁed nodal interpolation operator Ih : U   Uh as follows:
Ihu   Uh s.t. (Ihu) m = u m + C for m   Z,
where the constant C is determined through the condition (Ihu,1)h = 0. With
a slight abuse of notation, we also deﬁne the nodal interpolation operator on
Y , as
Ih(Ax + u)=Ax + Ihu. (16)10 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Upon noting that Ihu  coincides with the gradient of the standard nodal in-
terpolant of u, and recalling [26, Thm. A.4, Eq. (74)], we obtain the following
interpolation error estimate:
 Ihy    y    ({ m 1+1,..., m})   1
2hm y     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1}). (17)
2.6.2 Duality
The spaces of linear functionals acting on U and Uh are denoted, respectively,
by U   and U  
h , and both corresponding duality pairings by  ·,· , that is,
 T,v  for T   U  ,v  U , and  T,vh  for T   U  
h ,v h   Uh.
For example, we understand the ﬁrst variation of the atomistic functional,
D a
tot, as an element of U  . However, it can also be applied to coarse test
functions from Uh and it can then also be understood as an element of U  
h .
The same is true for the ﬁrst variation of the continuum model D c
tot. A force
vector fa(y) (or the external force vector g) can also be understood as an
element of U   or U  
h via the interpretation
 fa(y),v  =( fa(y),v)  or  fa(y),v h  =( fa(y),v h) .
We stress, however, that we always understand Fqc(yh) as an element of U  
h .
The topological duals of U 1,p and U
1,p
h are, respectively, denoted by
U  1,p
 
and U
 1,p
 
h , where 1/p +1 /p  = 1, 1   p    . They are equipped
with the usual dual norms (or, negative norms)
 T U  1,p  = sup
v U
 v U 1,p=1
 T,v  and  T U
 1,p 
h
= sup
v Uh
 v U 1,p=1
 T,v .
2.6.3 Local bounds on the deformation gradient and on the potential
It will be convenient on several occasions to roughly estimate deformation
gradients below, in order to then get rough bounds on (derivatives of) the
interaction potential from above. To this end, we deﬁne the following notation:
µa
 (y) = min
  Z
|   | rcut 1
y 
  for y   RZ, (18)
µ
qc
  (y)=
 
µa
 (y), if             +1 ,
y 
 , otherwise. (19)
The value µa
 (y) gives a lower bound on y 
  in the interaction range of the bond
(    1, ), and µ
qc
  (y) gives a similar bound, but takes into account that the
interaction range is limited to the bond itself in the continuum model.
Given a lower bound µ on the local deformation gradient, we can obtain
upper bounds on derivatives of the interaction potential as follows:
 (j)(µ) := sup
t µ
| (j)(t)| for µ>0 and for j =2 ,3. (20)Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 11
3 The Atomistic Stress Function
In the language of ﬁnite element analysis, (8), (10), (11) might be considered
the strong formulations of the atomistic, QCL and QCF models, whereas, in
the present section, we are deriving corresponding weak formulations in terms
of stress functions. Model error estimates for the stress functions will then
quickly lead to sharp consistency error estimates in negative norms, which
occur naturally in the error analysis.
We remark that negative norm techniques for ﬁnite di erence methods go
back to the work of Tikhonov and Samarskii [33], where they were developed
for the construction and analysis of ﬁnite di erence discretizations of di usion
equations with non-smooth coe cients and on non-uniform meshes.
3.1 Derivation of the stress functions
Recall from Section 2.4 the notation Vm = vh(Xm)=vh, m and V  
m =( Vm  
Vm 1)/hm for ﬁnite element functions vh   S 1
h. We begin by deriving the weak
formulation of the QCL method. A straightforward and standard calculation,
starting from (5), gives the following representation of the ﬁrst variation of
 c. The formula (23) below is obtained from (21) using summation by parts.
Proposition 1 Let yh   Yh; then,
 
D c(yh),v h
 
=
M  
m=1
hm c
m(yh)V  
m for all vh   Uh, (21)
where the Cauchy–Born stress function is given by
 c
m(yh)=DW(Y  
m),
The function DW, expressed in terms of  , reads
DW(F)=
rcut  
r=1
r  (Fr) for F > 0. (22)
Moreover, the forces and stresses of the continuum model (or, QCL model) are
related by the formula
Fc
m(yh)=H 1
m
 
 c
m+1(yh)    c
m(yh)
 
. (23)
In our next result we obtain an analogous representation of the ﬁrst vari-
ation of the atomistic functional  a. The main di erence is that the stress
function for the atomistic model is non-local, that is, it depends on the strains
from neighbouring bonds.12 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Proposition 2 (The Atomistic Stress Function) Let y   Y; then,
 
D a(y),v
 
=  
 
  L
 a
 (y)v 
  for all v   U , (24)
where the atomistic stress function  a
 (y) is given by
 a
 (y)=
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
   
Dry 
 
. (25)
Moreover, the atomistic forces and stresses are related by the formula
fa
 (y)=  1 
 a
 +1(y)    a
 (y)
 
. (26)
Proof As a ﬁrst step we rewrite  a(y) as
 a(y)= 
rcut  
r=1
N  
 = N+1
 
 
Dry 
 
,
from which we obtain the following representation of D a(y):
 D a(y),v  =  
rcut  
r=1
N  
 = N+1
   
Dry 
 
Drv . (27)
We now write the long-range ﬁnite di erences Drv  =   1(v +r  v ) in terms
of the nearest-neighbour di erences v 
 ,
Drv  =
v +r   v 
 
=
 +r  
 = +1
v 
 .
Inserting this formula into (27) we can obtain (24) and (25) by interchanging
the order of summation as follows.
If we ﬁx some r>0, then we observe that the strain v 
  occurs together
with the term   (Dry ) if and only if
  +1        + r,
or equivalently, the term   (Dry ) occurs together with the strain v 
  if and
only if
    r           1.
This immediately implies (24) and (25).
To prove (26) we use summation by parts in (24) to arrive at
 
D a(y),v
 
=
 
  L
v 
 
 a
     a
 +1
 
=  
 
  L
v 
 
a
   
a
 +1
  for all v   U.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 13
Since all periodic test functions with mean zero are admitted, this shows that
(26) is correct up to some constant C, that is,
fa
  =
 
a
 +1  
a
 
  + C. (28)
It follows from the translational invariance of  a (see, e.g., [8, Eq. (2)]) that
 
  L
  a(y)
 y 
=0 , that is,
 
  L
fa
  =0 .
Summing (28), and using the periodicity of  a
 , we obtain that C = 0.   
3.2 Model error of the Cauchy–Born stress function.
In this section we derive estimates for the di erence between the atomistic
and continuum stress functions. This result will be a crucial ingredient in the
consistency analysis in Section 4.3. We note that at this stage ﬁnite element
coarsening does not play a role.
Theorem 1 (Model Error Estimate) Recall the deﬁnitions of DW and  a
 
from, respectively, Propositions 1 and 2. Let y   RZ and let     Z be such that
µa
 (y) > 0, where µa
  is deﬁned in (18); then,
    a
 (y)   DW(y 
 )
       2
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
 
K
(2)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
   
  + K
(3)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s y
 
 
s 
   
 
2 
,
(29)
where the decay factors K
(j)
 ,s, j =2 ,3, are deﬁned by
K
(j)
 ,s =
s2
2
rcut  
r=|s|+1
(r  |s|) (j) 
rµa
 (y)
 
, (30)
and  (j) is deﬁned in (20).
Remark 4 The decay factors K
(j)
 ,s describe the rate of decay of the interaction
potential. They quantify the observation that, even though the model error
estimate does depend nonlocally on second and third ﬁnite di erence quotients,
the impact of longer-range dependence decays rapidly provided the interaction
potential decays rapidly as well.
We also note that an inspection of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the
term rµa
 (y) may be replaced by ry 
  in the deﬁnition of the constant K
(2)
 ,s, but
not in the deﬁnition of K
(3)
 ,s. Moreover we will use K
(2)
 ,s below in situations
where ry 
  is not su cient.   14 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Proof We set µa
  := µa
 (y) and  a
  :=  a
 (y) throughout. Recalling the formulas
(22) and (25), we obtain
 a
    DW(y 
 )=
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
   
Dry 
 
 
rcut  
r=1
r  (ry 
 )
=
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
 
   
Dry 
 
    (ry 
 )
 
.
(31)
We note that the stated model error estimate is second order in  , and
hence we need to expand the di erence   (Dry )     (ry 
 ) to second order.
There exists  r,    conv{Dry ,ry 
 }, in particular  r,    rµa
 , such that
   
Dry 
 
    (ry 
 )=   (ry 
 )
 
Dry    ry 
 
 
+ 1
2    ( r, )
 
Dry    ry 
 
 2
.
Inserting this expansion into (31) yields
 
  a
    DW(y 
 )
 
   
  rcut  
r=1
 
    (ry 
 )
 
 
   
   
  1  
 =  r
 
Dry    ry 
 
 
   
 
 
 
+
 
1
2
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
 
     ( r, )
 
  
Dry    ry 
 
 2
 
=: T1 +T 2.
Estimating T2. We split the long-range interaction Dry  into short range
interactions y 
 , and then employ the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to bound
 
Dry    ry 
 
 2
=
   +r  
 = +1
(y 
    y 
 )
 2
  r
 +r  
 = +1
 
 y 
    y 
 
 
 2
,
to obtain
T2  
1
2
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
r
 
     ( r, )
 
 
 +r  
 = +1
 
 y 
    y 
 
 
 2
.
Next, we change the order of summation from (r, , ) to ( ,r, ). To this end,
we consider the following equivalences,
 
1  r  rcut
    r         1
  +1      + r
 
 
 
 
 
1  r  rcut
    (r   1)       +( r   1)
(    r)   (    r)     (    1)   (    1)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (rcut   1)       +( rcut   1)
|     | +1 r  rcut
(     )   r     (     )   1
 
 
 
, (32)Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 15
where we have used the notation a   b = min(a,b) and a   b = max(a,b).
Employing (32) we obtain
T2  
1
2
 +(rcut 1)  
 =  (rcut 1)
   y 
    y 
 
   2
  rcut  
r=|   |+1
(   ) 1  
 =(   ) r
       ( r, )
   
 
. (33)
Using the fact that  r,    rµa
 , we deduce the estimate
|    ( r, )|  sup
t rµa
 
|    (t)| =     (rµa
 ),
and hence,
(   ) 1  
 =(   ) r
 
     ( r, )
 
        (rµa
 ) ·
  
(     )   1
 
 
 
(     )   r
 
+1
 
=     (rµa
 ) ·
 
r  |     |
 
.
Setting s =       in (33), and noting that all inner terms disappear for s = 0,
we obtain
 
  a
    DW(y 
 )
 
   
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
 
1
2
rcut  
r=|s|+1
(r  |s|)    (rµa
 )
  
 y 
 +s   y 
 
 
 2
.
Rescaling the term |y 
 +s   y 
 |2 by the factor ( s)2 gives the second group in
(29).
Estimating T1. We will use symmetries to carefully estimate the term
T1,r :=
  1  
 =  r
 
Dry    ry 
 
 
,
to arrive at a third ﬁnite di erence. For illustration we brieﬂy consider the
special case r = 2. In that case, we have
T1,2 =
y  y  2
    4y 
  +
y +1 y  1
 
=( y 
  1 + y 
 )   4y 
  +( y 
  + y 
 +1)
= y 
 +1   2y 
  + y 
  1,
which is indeed a third ﬁnite di erence. For general r, a similar but more
involved calculation, which is carried out in detail below, yields
T1,r =
r 1  
s=1
(r   s)
 
y 
 +s   2y 
  + y 
  s
 
. (34)
Inserting (34) into the deﬁnition of T1, and rescaling the third ﬁnite di erence
by (s )2, we obtain
T1    2
rcut  
r=2
      (ry 
 )
   
r 1  
s=1
s2(r   s)
   
 
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
   
 .16 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Exchanging the order of summation, we arrive at the estimate
T1    2
rcut 1  
s=1
 
s2
rcut  
r=s+1
(r   s)|   (ry 
 )|
  
   
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
 
   .
Estimating |   (ry 
 )| above by    (rµa
 ) and replacing the ﬁrst sum from s =1
to (rcut   1) with a sum from  (rcut   1) to (rcut   1), thus gaining a factor
of 1/2, we obtain the ﬁrst group in (29).
(Proof of (34)) We rewrite the long-range di erence as a sum of discrete
strains, to obtain
T1,r =
  1  
 =  r
 y +r y 
    ry 
 
 
=
  1  
 =  r
 +r  
 = +1
(y 
    y 
 ).
Next, we interchange the order of summation,
T1,r =
 +(r 1)  
 =  (r 1)
(y 
    y 
 )
(  1) (  1)  
 =(  r) (  r)
1=
 +(r 1)  
 =  (r 1)
(y 
    y 
 )
 
r  |     |
 
.
Combining the terms for   =     s and   =   + s, s =1 ,...,r   1, yields
T1,r =
r 1  
s=1
(y 
 +s   2y 
  + y 
  s)(r   s),
which is precisely the desired formula.   
4 Analysis of the QCF Method
4.1 Weak form of the QCF method
For our analysis of the QCF method, we ﬁrst need to derive its “weak” for-
mulation, by performing summation by parts on the strong form of the QCF
equation (11). However, before we can state the result in a convenient way we
need to introduce some additional notation.
We use K,K  {1,...,M} to denote the indices of the degrees of freedom
corresponding to the interface atoms   , , that is,
 K =   , and  K =  .
The set of indices of ﬁnite elements (Xm 1,X m) that belong, respectively, to
the atomistic and continuum regions are deﬁned as
Ma = {K,...,K +1 } and Mc = {1,...,M}\M a.
= {m :  m 1  La or  m  La},
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Note that we think of the interface elements (XK 1,X K) and (XK,X K+1) as
belonging to the atomistic region. Finally, in order to unify the notation, we
will also deﬁne
 a
m(yh) :=  a
 m(yh) for yh   Yh and for m  Ma. (36)
With this notation, we obtain the following result, which is a nonlinear version
of [9, Lemma 1]. Our preparations in Section 3 make it straightforward to
generalize the formulation and proof of this result.
Proposition 3 Let yh   Yh and deﬁne  
a/c
m =  
a/c
m (yh). Then, for all vh  
Uh,
 
 
Fqc(yh),v h
 
h =
 
m Ma
 V  
m a
m +
 
m Mc
hmV  
m c
m
  VK 1( c
K    a
K)+VK+1( c
K+1    a
K+1).
(37)
Proof We begin by inserting (23) and (26) into (11), using nodal notation also
in the atomistic region (note that, in view of Remark 2 and (13), we have
Fm(yh)=f m(yh) for  m  La), to obtain
 (Fqc(yh),v h)h =
 
 m La
Vm
 
 a
m    a
m+1
 
+
 
 m Lc
Vm
 
 c
m    c
m+1
 
.
We now consider the two “connected components” of La and Lc and perform
summation by parts in each such component separately.
Let m = K + 1 and m = K   1+M, then, using periodicity,
 
 m Lc
Vm( c
m    c
m+1)=
m  
m=m
Vm
 
 c
m    c
m+1
 
=
m  
m=m
Vm c
m  
m+1  
m=m+1
Vm 1 c
m
=
m  
m=m+1
hmV  
m c
m   Vm c
m+1 + Vm c
m.
Inserting the deﬁnitions of m,m, and Mc, we obtain
 
 m Lc
Vm( c
m    c
m+1)=
 
m Mc
hmV  
m c
m   VK 1 c
K + VK+1 c
K+1.
An analogous calculation in the atomistic region, where hm =  , gives
 
 m La
Vm
 
 a
m    a
m+1
 
=
 
m Ma
 V  
m a
m   VK+1 a
K+1 + VK 1 a
K.
Combining the two foregoing formulas gives the desired result.   18 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Remark 5 Our formulation of Proposition 3 in terms of the continuum and
atomistic stress functions reveals that the interface terms in the weak form
of the QCF method, ﬁrst observed in [9], are simply jumps of the stress.
In multiphysics continuum mechanics one usually requires that the (normal
component of) the jump of the stress vanishes, which would correspond to
removing the interface terms from the variational formulation. The analysis in
[9] has shown that these terms are the origin of the poor stability properties
of the QCF method. Hence, in Section 5 we will investigate a new coupling
method where these terms are indeed removed.   
4.2 Stability
The question of stability of the QCF method is exceedingly subtle and a com-
plete investigation would exceed the scope of this paper. The di culties we
are facing are exclusively related to the interface terms appearing in the weak
form (37). In the present paper, we will be satisﬁed to assume that nearest-
neighbour interactions strongly dominate all other interactions. Sharper sta-
bility analyses are the focus of ongoing research. In [10], for example, several
sharp stability estimates are established in a special situation (linearization
around the homogeneous deformation y = Ax); however, the methods devel-
oped in that reference do not obviously extend to large deformations.
Note that we make no claim in the following theorem, whether  f(yh) is
positive or not. We discuss in Remark 6 whether it is reasonable to expect
this, and in our a priori error analysis in Section 4.4 we will formulate this as
an assumption.
Theorem 2 Let yh   Yh; then,
inf
uh Uh
 uh U 1, =1
sup
vh Uh
 vh U 1,1=1
 
  DFqc(yh)uh,v h
 
h    f(yh), where (38)
 f(yh) = min
  L
1
2
 
   (y 
h, )  
rcut  
r=2
r2    
rµ
qc
  (yh)
 
 
  max
  {  , +1}
1
2
  rcut  
r=2
r(r   1)    
rµa
 (yh)
 
 
   C1(yh), and
C1(yh) = max
 ={  , +1}
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
|s| 1K
(3)
 ,s
 
   
y
 
h, +s y
 
h, 
s 
 
   .
The decay factors K
(3)
 ,s are deﬁned in (30), and the functions  (j) in (20).
Many of the techniques we use in the proof of this result are closely related
to those used in [4,9,8,26]. We begin by computing a “weak form” of the
linearization of Fqc. To this end, recall the deﬁnitions of Ma,Mc from the
previous section.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 19
Proposition 4 Let yh   Yh, and uh,v h   Uh; then,
 
 
DFqc(yh)uh,v h
 
h =
 
m Ma
M  
n=1
hmHa
m,nV  
mU 
n +
 
m Mc
M  
n=1
hmHc
m,nV  
mU 
n
  VK 1
M  
n=1
 
Hc
K,n  Ha
K,n
 
U 
n + VK+1
M  
n=1
 
Hc
K+1,n  Hc
K+1,n
 
U 
n,
(39)
where
Hc
m,n =
 
D2W(Y  
m), if m = n,
0, if m  = n, and
Ha
m,n =
rcut  
r=| m  n|#+1
( m  n) 1  
 =( m  n) r
   (Dry ),
with the notation | m    n|# := min{| m    n|,| m    n+M|,| m    n M|}.
Proof It is easy to see that
D c
m(yh)uh = D2W(Y  
m)U 
m,
which immediately leads to the deﬁnition of Hc.
The corresponding formula for D a
m is more complicated. For ease of no-
tation, we replace  m by  ,  n by  , and yh,u h,v h by y,u,v. Linearization of
 a
 (y) yields
 
D a
 (y),u
 
=
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
   (Dry )Dru  =
rcut  
r=1
  1  
 =  r
   (Dry )
 +r  
 = +1
u 
 .
Using (32) to rearrange the order of summation, we obtain
 
D a
 (y),u
 
=
 +(rcut 1)  
 =  (rcut 1)
u 
 
  (   ) 1  
 =(   ) r
   (Dry )
 
,
which gives the stated formula for Ha
m,n.
Inserting the linearizations of  
a/c
m into the weak form (37) gives the stated
weak form of the linearized QCF operator.   
Our proof of the stability result will be based on the following basic inf-sup
stability lemma.
Lemma 1 Let (Jm,n)M
m,n=1   R satisfy Jm,m > 0 for m =1 ,...,M; then,
inf
uh Uh
 uh U 1, =1
sup
vh Uh
 vh U 1,1=1
M  
m,n=1
hmJm,nU 
nV  
m   min
m=1,...,M
1
2
 
Jmm  
 
n =m
   Jmn
   
 
.20 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Proof Fix uh   Uh with  u 
h    = 1, and let p,q  {1,...,M} such that
U 
p = maxU 
n and U 
q = minU 
n. Then U 
p > 0 and U 
q < 0, and we can deﬁne
vh   Uh via the condition
V  
n =
 
 
 
(2hp) 1,n = p,
 (2hq) 1,n = q,
0, otherwise.
Inserting this test function immediately gives the stated lower bound.   
To be able to apply the previous lemma, we now need to express the inter-
face terms in (39) in terms of gradients as a direct estimate through embedding
inequalities would lead to grossly suboptimal bounds. Following [8, Appendix
A], we use periodic Heaviside functions to rewrite VK+1 and VK 1 in terms of
gradients. We will use the fact (see [8, Eq. (A.2)]) that, for all v   U ,
v0 =( s,v ) , where s  =
 
 1
2(1     )    
4,    1,
1
2(1 +   )+5 
4 ,   < 1.
(40)
We note that the arbitrary constant factor in s is chosen so that s   U .
Proposition 5 Let yh   Yh and Ha
m,n,Hc
m,n deﬁned as in Proposition 4;
then,
 
 
DFqc(yh)uh,v h)=
 
m Ma
M  
n=1
hm
 
Ha
m,n + Hi
m,n
 
V  
mU 
n
+
 
m Mc
M  
n=1
hm
 
Hc
m,n + Hi
m,n
 
V  
mU 
n,
(41)
where (Hi
m,n)M
m,n=1 is deﬁned as follows:
Hi
m,n = Sm
 
Hc
K+1,n  Ha
K+1,n
 
  Sm
 
Hc
K,n  Ha
K,n
 
with Sm =
 m  
 = m 1
 
hm
s    1, and Sm =
 m  
 = m 1
 
hm
s + +1.
Proof Using (40) we obtain
VK+1 = v +1 =
N  
 = N+1
 s    1v 
 
=
M  
m=1
hmV  
m
   m  
 = m 1+1
 
hm
s    1
 
=
M  
m=1
hmV  
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and similarly,
VK 1 =
M  
m=1
hmV  
mSm.
The result follows after inserting these formulas into (39).   
The ﬁnal step, before we can state the proof of the stability theorem, is to
compute explicit bounds on the coe cients Ha
m,n, Hc
m,n, and Hi
m,n.
Lemma 2 Let yh   Yh, let Ha
m,n be deﬁned as in Proposition 4, and Hi
m,n as
in Proposition 5; then,
Ha
m,m 
 
n =m
|Ha
m,n|     (Y  
m) 
rcut  
r=2
r2    
rµa
 m(yh)
 
, for all m  Ma. (42)
Moreover, recalling the deﬁnition of K
(3)
 ,s in (30), we have the bound
M  
n=1
 
 Hi
mn
 
    max
  {  , +1}
 
2
rcut  
r=1
r(r   1)   (rµa
 (yh))
+  
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
2
|s|
K
(3)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
h, +s y
 
h, 
s 
   
 
 
for all m =1 ,...,M.
(43)
Proof (Proof of (42)) First, we estimate the o -diagonal entries Ha
m,n with
n = m + k, k =1 ,...,rcut   1:
|Ha
m,m+k| 
rcut  
r=k+1
 m 1  
 = m+k r
|   (Dry )| 
rcut  
r=k+1
(r   k)   (rµa
 m(yh)).
The same estimate holds for Ha
m,m k. Thus, summing over all o -diagonal
entries gives
 
n =m
|Ha
m,n|  2
rcut 1  
k=1
rcut  
r=k+1
(r   k) 
  
(rµa
 m(yh))
=
rcut  
r=2
r 1  
k=1
2(r   k) 
  
(rµa
 m(yh))
=
rcut  
r=2
r(r   1) 
  
(rµa
 m(yh)). (44)
Similarly, we can estimate the diagonal entry Ha
mm as follows:
Ha
mm =
rcut  
r=1
 m 1  
 = m r
   (Dry )      (Y  
m)  
rcut  
r=2
r   (rµa
 m(yh)).22 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Combining this with the previous estimate, we obtain the stated lower bound.
(Proof of (43)) From the deﬁnition of Hi
mn we have
M  
n=1
|Hi
mn|  (|Sm| + |Sm|) max
m {K,K+1}
M  
n=1
|Hc
K+1,n  Ha
K+1,n|. (45)
Next, using the fact that |s    1|+|s + +1|  1 for all   (cf. [8, App. A, Proof
of Thm. 4.4]), we estimate
|Sm|+|Sm| 
 
hm
 m  
 = m 1+1
 
|s    1|+|s + +1|
 
 
 
hm
 m  
 = m 1+1
1 = 1. (46)
Thus, we are left to estimate |Hc
mn  Ha
mn|. To this end, we ﬁrst consider
|Hc
mm  Ha
mm| =
 
   
 
rcut  
r=1
r2   (rY  
m)  
rcut  
r=1
rcut  
r=1
 m 1  
 = m r
   (Dry )
 
   
 
 
rcut  
r=2
r(r   1)   (rY  
m)+
rcut  
r=2
 m 1  
 = m r
 
    (rY  
m)      (Dry )
 
 .
Furthermore, a calculation along the same lines as the estimation of T2 in the
proof of Theorem 1 yields
rcut  
r=2
 m 1  
 = m r
      (rY  
m)      (Dry )
       
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
2
|s|
K
(3)
 m,s
   
 
y
 
h, m+s y
 
h, m
s 
   
 . (47)
Since Hc
mn = 0 for m  = n, we have
 
n =m
|Hc
mn  Ha
mn| =
 
n =m
|Ha
mn|,
and we can use (44) and (47) to deduce that, for m  {K,K +1 },
M  
n=1
 
 Ha
m,n  Hc
m,n
 
    2
rcut  
r=2
r(r   1)    
rµa
 m(yh)
 
+  
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
2
|s|
K
(3)
 m,s
 
   
y
 
h, m+s y
 
h, m
s 
 
   .
(48)
Combining (48), with (45) and (46), we immediately obtain (43).   
We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 23
Proof (Proof of Theorem 2) We begin by noting that we have the trivial bound
D2W(Y  
m)=
rcut  
r=1
r2   (rY  
m)      (Y  
m)  
rcut  
r=2
r2   (rµ
qc
 m(yh)). (49)
If we now deﬁne
Jmn =
 
Ha
mn + Hi
mn,m  Ma,
Hc
mn + Hi
mn,m  Mc,
then (42), (49), and (48) imply that
Jmm  
 
n =m
|Jmn|  2 f(yh) for all m =1 ,...,M.
Applying Lemma 1 gives the result.   
Remark 6 To understand how sharp the stability result, Theorem 2, is we
consider the case of second-neighbour pair interactions (rcut = 2) with Morse
potential  (t)=e  2 (t 1)   2e  (t 1), and homogeneous deformations y =
Ax, where A is chosen su ciently large so that    (2A)   0. In that case it
was shown in [6] that the atomistic Hessian D2 a(Ax) and the QCL Hessian
D2 c(Ax) are positive deﬁnite if and only if
   (A)+4    (2A) > 0.
(As a matter of fact, for the atomistic Hessian an O( 2) term should be added
to the left-hand side.) By contrast, if    (2A)   0, then
2 f(Ax)=   (A)+8    (2A).
Thus, we see that our result reduces precisely to [8, Thm. 4.4] in the case
y = Ax and second neighbour interaction with non-positive    (2A). In [8,6]
it was also discussed in depth how such a stability estimate can break down
near bifurcation points, even though the atomistic solution is still stable, and
that, as a consequence, a bifurcation point may not be correctly predicted.
However, we mention that the above discussion only concerns the stability
estimate but not the actual stability of the method. As a matter of fact, nu-
merical evidence is given in [8, Conjecture 1] for stability of the QCF operator
as a mapping from U 1,  to U  1,  up to bifurcation points, and we make
similar observations in Section 6.   
4.3 Consistency
In the present section we prove the ﬁnal ingredient required for the a priori er-
ror analysis of the QCF method: the consistency error estimates. We establish
these in two separate lemmas in which we treat, respectively, the consistency
error for the internal and external forces. We recall from (16) the deﬁnition of
the modiﬁed nodal interpolant Ih : Y   Yh.
In the following lemma, we use the notation L 
c = L \ {   +1 ,..., }.24 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Lemma 3 (Consistency of Internal Forces) Suppose that (13) holds and
that y   Y; then,
 Fqc(Ihy)   fa(y) U
 1, 
h = sup
vh Uh
 vh U 1,1=1
  
Fqc(Ihy),v h
 
h  
 
fa(y),v h) 
 
 Eapprox + Emodel,
where the approximation error Eapprox and model error Emodel are, respectively,
given by
Eapprox = C2 max
m Mc
h2
m y   2
  ({ m 1+1,..., m 1}) (50)
with the constant C2 = sup{1
8|D3W(F)| : F   min  L 
c y 
 }, and
Emodel =2  2 max
  L 
c
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
 
K
(2)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
   
  + K
(3)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s y
 
 
s 
   
 
2 
, (51)
with decay factors K
(j)
 ,s deﬁned in (30).
Proof Let (Ym)m Z denote the vector of nodal values of the interpolant Ihy.
Fix vh   Uh with  vh U 1,1 = 1; then, using Proposition 3,
 
 
Fqc(Ihy),v h
 
h +
 
fa(y),v h
 
 
=
   
m Ma
  a
 m(Ihy)v 
h, m +
 
m Mc
hm c
m(Ihy)V  
m  
 
  L
  a
 (y)v 
h, 
 
+
 
VK+1
 
 c
K+1    a
K+1
 
  VK 1
 
 c
K    a
K
 
 
=: Tbulk +T int.
First, we focus on the bulk terms. From Assumption (13) it follows that
Ihy  = y  + C for all   =   + r,    La and r = ±1,...,±rcut. This implies
that
 a
 m(Ihy)= a
 m(y) for all m  Ma, (52)
and hence, Tbulk reduces to
Tbulk =
 
m Mc
 
hm c
m(Ihy)V  
m  
 m  
 = m 1+1
  a
 (y)v 
h, 
 
=
 
m Mc
 
 m  
 = m 1+1
 
DW(Y  
m)   DW(y 
 )
 
V  
m (53)
+
 
m Mc
 
 m  
 = m 1+1
 
DW(y 
 )    a
 (y)
 
V  
m =: T
(1)
bulk +T
(2)
bulk,
where the second equality follows from the fact that v 
h,  = V  
m and Ihy 
  = Y  
m
for   =  m 1 +1 ,..., m.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 25
Using the model error estimate from Theorem 1 to estimate the di erence
DW(y 
 )    a
 (y), we obtain
T
(2)
bulk  
 
m Mc
 
 m  
 = m 1+1
   DW(y 
 )    a
 (y)
   |v 
h, |
   vh U 1,1 max
m Mc
max
 = m 1,..., m
 2
±(rcut 1)  
s=±1
 
K
(2)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
   
 
+ K
(3)
 ,s
 
 
 
y
 
 +s y
 
 
s 
 
 
 
2 
  1
2Emodel vh U 1,1, (54)
where the decay factors K
(j)
 ,s are deﬁned in (30).
To estimate the di erence DW(Y  
m)   DW(y 
 ) appearing in T
(1)
bulk we use
the following expansion:
DW(y 
 )   DW(Y  
m)=D2W(Y  
m)
 
y 
    Ihy 
 
 
+ 1
2D3W(  )
 
y 
    Ihy 
 
 2
,
where      conv{Y  
m,y 
 }. Inserting this expansion into the ﬁrst group in (53)
we can estimate
   
 
  
 m  
 = m 1+1
 
DW(Ihy 
 )   DW(y 
 )
 
   
 
 
 
   
    
 m  
 = m 1+1
D2W(Y  
m)
 
y 
    Ihy 
 
 
   
    +
1
2
 
 m  
 = m 1+1
 
 D3W(  )
 
 
 
 y 
    Ihy 
 
 
 2
.
Since Ihy n = y n + C for all n, and since D2W(Y  
m) is simply a constant in
this sum, it follows that the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of the inequality
vanishes, and we obtain
T
(1)
bulk   4C2 y   Ihy 2
U 1,  vh U 1,1.
Using the interpolation error estimate (17) we ﬁnally arrive at
T
(1)
bulk   4C2 max
m Mc
 1
2hm y     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1})
 2
 vh U 1,1
= Eapprox vh U 1,1.
(55)
To estimate the interface terms, we use Lemma 4 and Theorem 1, to obtain
Tint   max
m=K,K+1
 
  c
m    a
m
 
 (|VK 1| + |VK+1|)   1
2Emodel vh U 1,1. (56)
Combining (54), (55), and (56) gives the stated result.   26 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Remark 7 We note that both the model error Emodel and the approximation
error Eapprox are formally of second order, despite the fact that the approxi-
mation space consists only of piecewise linear polynomials. The proof of this
fact for Eapprox is related to the well-known fact that, in one dimension, the
ﬁnite element approximation of an linear elliptic problem coincides with the
interpolant of the exact solution; see, e.g., [3].
The occurence of this superconvergence e ect also depends crucially on
the assumption (13). Without it we would have been unable to assume that
 a
 m(Ihy)= a
 m(y) for m  Ma (see (52)) and would have obtained additional
O( ) terms in the approximation error estimate.   
Lemma 4 We have  vh      1
2 v 
h  1
  for all vh   Uh.
Proof This result follows from [26, Lemma A.2].   
Our ﬁnal lemma in this section estimates the error committed by approxi-
mating the inner product (g,vh)  by (g,vh)h in the external forcing term.
The following result follows immediately from the estimates in [26] (see in
particular Equation (20) and the estimates at the end of Section 3.4).
Lemma 5 (Consistency of External Forces) The consistency error for
the external forces is bounded as follows:
   (g,·)    (g,·)h
   
U
 1, 
h
:= sup
vh Uh
 vh U 1,1=1
   (g,vh)    (g,vh)h
     Eext,
where
Eext := max
m Mc
h2
m max
 
 g     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1}),
2 g    ({ m 1+1,..., m 1}) +2  g    ({ m 1+2,..., m})
 
.
(57)
4.4 A priori error estimate
Combining the technical tools assembled in Section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, it is now
a relatively straightforward matter to establish an existence result and an a
priori error estimate.
Let us ﬁrst recall the main ingredients: In the consistency analysis of Sec-
tion 4.3 we can identify three sources of the consistency error: the model error
Emodel, the approximation error Eapprox, and the error due to approximation
of the external forces Eext, which are, respectively, deﬁned in (51), (50), and
(57). We also recall the deﬁnition of the QCF stability constant  f(yh) in (38),
which we extend to all y   Y using the same formula.
The following theorem should be read as follows: If ya is a “su ciently
stable” solution of the atomistic model (3), and if ya and g are “su ciently
smooth” in the continuum region, then there exists a solution y
qc
h of the QCF
approximation (11), with quasi-optimal error estimates for ya   y
qc
h .Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 27
Theorem 3 Let ya   Y be a critical point of the atomistic energy  a
tot, that
is, it satiﬁes (7), and suppose that  f(ya) > 0. In addition, suppose that (13)
holds.
Under these conditions there exists a constant  > 0, which depends only
on min(ya)  and on  f(ya), such that, if
Emodel + Eapprox + Eext <  , (58)
then there exists a locally unique solution y
qc
h   Yh of the QCF system (11)
satisfying
 y
qc
h   ya U 1,    max
m Mc
1
2hm (ya)     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1})
+4  f(ya) 1 
Emodel + Eapprox + Eext
 
.
(59)
Moreover, we have the superconvergence result
 y
qc
h   Ihya U 1,    4 f(ya) 1 
Emodel + Eapprox + Eext
 
. (60)
Remark 8 1. We call estimate (60) a superconvergence result since all terms
on the right-hand side are formally of second order.
2. Upon investigating the proof of the inverse function theorem, Lemma 6,
it becomes clear that the factor 4 in (59) and (60) may be replaced by any
constant that is strictly greater than 1, at the cost of a smaller constant   in
(58).
3. By far the most stringent condition, and the only condition we consider
potentially problematic, is the stability assumption  f(ya) > 0, which we have
discussed in detail in Remark 6.   
Before we give the proof of the theorem, we need to state two more auxiliary
results. The principle underlying the existence proof is the following explicit
variant of the inverse function theorem, which is inspired by [29, Section 3].
Lemma 6 ([25], Lemma 1) Let ˆ X, ˆ Y be Banach spaces, ˆ A an open subset of
ˆ X, and let ˆ F : ˆ A   ˆ Y be Fr´ echet di erentiable. Suppose that ˆ x0   ˆ A satisﬁes
the conditions
  ˆ F(ˆ x0) ˆ Y    , (61)
 D ˆ F(ˆ x0) 1 L(ˆ Y,ˆ X)    , (62)
B ˆ X(ˆ x0,2  )   ˆ A, (63)
 D ˆ F(ˆ x1)   D ˆ F(ˆ x2) L( ˆ X,ˆ Y )   L ˆ x1   ˆ x2  ˆ X for  ˆ xj   ˆ x0  ˆ X   2  , (64)
j =1 ,2,
and 2L 2 < 1; (65)
then, there exists a locally unique ˆ x   ˆ X such that ˆ F(ˆ x)=0and  ˆ x  ˆ x0  ˆ X  
2  .28 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Motivated by the previous result, we also establish local Lipschitz continu-
ity of DFqc and, as a consequence, Fr´ echet di erentiability of Fqc in Yh. The
proof is a simple calculus exercise and is therefore omitted.
Lemma 7 The operator Fqc is Fr´ echet di erentiable in Y , and, for each
µ>0 there exists a constant L = L(µ) such that, for all yh, ¯ yh   Yh with
miny 
h   µ and min ¯ y 
h   µ, we have the Lipschitz condition
 
(DFqc(yh)   DFqc(¯ yh))uh,v h
 
h   L yh   ¯ yh U 1,   uh U 1,   vh U 1,1
for all uh,v h   Uh.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 3) For the sake of brevity, we set y = ya throughout
this proof. The argument is a straightforward application of the inverse func-
tion theorem. In the notation of Lemma 6 we set ˆ X = U
1, 
h , ˆ Y = U
 1, 
h ,
ˆ x0 = 0, ˆ F(uh)= (Fqc(Ihy + uh)+g,·)h, and ˆ A = B ˆ X(0, 1
2 miny ) so that
min(Ihy  + u 
h)   1
2 miny  for all uh   ˆ A.
Lemmas 3 and 5 give the following residual estimate
  ˆ F(0) ˆ Y    Fqc(Ihy)   fa(y) U
 1, 
h +  (g,·)h   (g,·)  U
 1, 
h
 Emodel + Eapprox + Eext =:  ,
which establishes (61).
Next, we note that
min
 = m 1+1,..., m
µ
qc
  (Ihy)=Y  
m   min
 = m 1+1,..., m
µ
qc
  (y) for all m  Mc.
Moreover, using the interpolation error estimate (17), we have
|   (Ihy 
 )      (y 
 )|  C3
1
2hm y     ({ m 1+1,..., m}),
where C3 =     (min  L 
c y 
 ), and hence we obtain from the deﬁnition of  f in
(38) that
 f(Ihy)    f(y)   C3
1
2 max
m Mc
hm y     ({ m 1+1,..., m}).
Thus, if
max
m Mc
hm y     ({ m 1+1,..., m})    f(y)/C3 =:  1, (66)
then (62) holds with   =2 / f(y). Condition (66) may, equivalently, be written
as
Eapprox <C 2 2
1,
which will automatically be satisﬁed if we choose     C2 2
1 in (58).
To satisfy (63), we require that
2   < µ, or, equivalently,  < 1
4µ f.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 29
Lemma 7 now gives us a Lipschitz condition L = L(µ) required in (64), and
we are only left to satisfy the ﬁnal condition (65), which may be rewritten as
 < (4L) 1 2
f .
In summary, if
Emodel + Eapprox + Eext < min
 
1
4µ f, 1
4L 1 2
f ,C 2 2
1
 
=:  ,
then all conditions of Lemma 6 are satisﬁed, and the existence of a solution
y
qc
h = Ax + uh as well as the stated estimate (60) follow.
The estimate (59) is an immediate consequence of (60) and the triangle
inequality.   
5 Formulation and Analysis of a Stress-Based Coupling Mechanism
5.1 Coupling of stresses
The analyses in [8,9] and our own analysis of the weak form (37) of the QCF
method have clearly revealed that the interface terms caused severe technical
di culties and indeed some worrying properties of the QCF method, primarily
the lack of positivity of the linearized operator ([9, Thm. 1] and [8, Thm. 4.1])
and the lack of  -uniform stability in any U 1,p-norm, 1   p<  ([9, Thm. 4]
and [8, Thm. 4.3]). Therefore, we seek to formulate a new coupling mechanism
that overcomes these deﬁciencies, but retains the high accuracy of the QCF
method.
To motivate the new method we remark that, while forces are natural
objects in atomistic simulation, the stress (and hence the weak form (21)) is
a much more natural concept in continuum mechanics. Thus, it is a natural
idea to couple the two weak forms of the equilibrium equations (21) and (24),
which leads to the stress-based atomistic/continuum (SAC) method
Find yac
h   Yh s.t.  Sac(yac
h ),v h  =( g,vh)h  vh   Uh, (67)
where Sac : Yh   U  
h is deﬁned by
 Sac(yh),v h  =
 
m Ma
 V  
m a
m(yh)+
 
m Mc
hmV  
m c
m(yh). (68)
Here we have used the notation  c
m deﬁned in (21),  a
m in (36), and Ma and
Mc in (35).
An alternative motivation for the deﬁnition of the operator Sac is that it
can be obtained from the weak form of the QCF method (37) by dropping the
atomistic/continuum interface terms, thus weakly imposing equality of normal
stresses at the interface between the two models.
It turns out that the techniques we have developed in Sections 3 and 4
for the analysis of the QCF method are su cient for the analysis of this new
scheme, and indeed lead to stronger results.30 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
5.2 A priori error estimates
We begin by establishing a stability result in U 1, . For the following results
we redeﬁne the set L 
c as L 
c = L \ {  ,...,  +1 }.
Lemma 8 (Stability) Let yh   Yh; then,
inf
uh Uh
 uh U 1, =1
sup
vh Uh
 vh U 1,1=1
 
DSac(yh)uh,v h
 
   s(yh), where
 s(yh)=
1
2
min
 
min
  L 
c
D2W(y 
h, ), min
  L\L 
c
 
   (y 
h, )  
rcut  
r=2
r2    
rµa
 (yh)
   
.
Proof It is easy to see that Sac is di erentiable in Yh. Deﬁning (Jm,n)M
m,n=1
as
Jm,n =
 
Ha
mn,m  Ma,
Hc
mn,m  Mc,
we obtain
 DSac(yh)uh,v h  =
M  
m,n=1
hmJmnV  
mU 
n.
The result follows by applying Lemma 1 and using (42).   
Remark 9 We note that this stability result is valid in a larger region of de-
formations than Theorem 2. To see this we show that, under reasonable as-
sumptions on the interaction potential, the estimate is sharp when evaluated
at a homogeneous deformation.
If we insert the homogeneous deformation y = Ax, and assume that
    (rA)=   (rA) for r   2
(e.g., if   is a Lennard–Jones or Morse potential), then we obtain
 s(Ax)=
1
2
min
 
D2W(A),   (A)+
rcut  
r=2
r2   (rA)
 
= 1
2D2W(A).
Hence, we have shown that DSac(Ax) is stable up to the critical strain A at
which D2 c(Ax) becomes unstable.   
The next lemma is a counterpart of the consistency error estimate, Lemma
3. Its proof is obtained by simply ignoring the interface terms in the proof of
Lemma 3. The consistency error estimate for the external forces, Lemma 5,
can be used without changes.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 31
Lemma 9 (Consistency) Let y   Y, and suppose that (13) holds; then,
 Sac(Ihy)+fa(y) U
 1, 
h  Es
approx(y)+Es
model(y)+Eext,
where the approximation error Es
approx is given by
Es
approx = C3 max
m Mc
h2
m y     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1}), (69)
with constant C3 = sup{1
8|D3W(F)| : F   min  L 
c y 
 }, and the model error
Es
model is given by
Es
model(y)= 2 max
  L 
c
±(rcut 1)  
r=±2
 
K
(2)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s 2y
 
 +y
 
  s
(s )2
   
  + K
(3)
 ,s
   
 
y
 
 +s y
 
 
s 
   
 
2 
, (70)
with decay factors K
(j)
 ,s deﬁned in (30).
Finally, we formulate a counterpart of Lemma 7, again without proof.
Lemma 10 The operator Sac is Fr´ echet di erentiable in Yh and, for each
µ>0 there exists a constant L = L(µ) such that, for all yh, ¯ yh   Yh with
miny 
h   µ and min ¯ y 
h   µ, we have the Lipschitz condition
 
(DSac(yh)   DSac(¯ yh))uh,v h
 
  L yh   ¯ yh U 1,   uh U 1,   vh U 1,1
 uh,v h   Uh.
Thus, we have all ingredients in place to establish the counterpart of the
a priori existence result and error estimate of Theorem 3. The proof of the
following theorem can be obtained by repeating the proof of Theorem 3 ver-
batim.
Theorem 4 Let ya   Y be a critical point of the atomistic energy  a
tot, that
is, it satiﬁes (7), and suppose that  s(ya) > 0. In addition, suppose that (13)
holds.
Under these conditions there exists a constant  > 0, which depends only
on min(ya)  and on  s(y), such that, if
Es
model(ya)+Es
approx(ya)+Eext <  , (71)
then there exists a locally unique solution yac
h   Yh of the stress coupling
method (67) satisfying
 yac
h   ya U 1,    max
m Mc
1
2hm (ya)     ({ m 1+1,..., m 1})
+4  s(ya) 1 
Es
model(ya)+Es
approx(ya)+Eext
 
.
(72)
Moreover, we have the superconvergence result
 yac
h   Ihya U 1,    4 s(ya) 1 
Es
model(ya)+Es
approx(ya)+Eext
 
. (73)32 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
Remark 10 Although Theorem 4 may appear, at a ﬁrst glance, no di erent
from Theorem 3, the conditions of Theorem 4 are in fact signiﬁcantly weaker.
This is primarily due to a much sharper stability result, which can be expected
to hold up to bifurcation points (see Remark 9). A rigorous investigation of
this statement for large deformations is still open.   
Remark 11 It turns out that, unlike the linearized QCF operator, the lin-
earized SAC operator is positive deﬁnite, except possibly close to bifurcation
points. This fact is established in [20]. As a consequence, it follows that under
suitable assumptions on y, DSac(Ihy) is stable in U
1,2
h and in fact, using the
Riesz–Thorin interpolation theorem, in U
1,p
h for 2   p    . It is easy to gen-
eralize the consistency result of Lemma 9 to give consistency error estimates
in U
 1,p
h and we can therefore obtain quasi-optimal error estimates for the
SAC method in U
1,p
h for 2   p    .
Moreover, the fact that DSac is positive deﬁnite makes a generalization
of the a priori error analysis to two and three dimensions feasible. Note that
U
1, 
h -stability results cannot be expected to hold in more than one dimension.
  
6 Numerical Experiments
Our implementations of the QCF and SAC methods assume second-neighbour
interactions (rcut = 2), where the interaction potential is a Morse potential
 (r) = e 2 (r 1)   2e  (r 1) with   = 3. The results of the numerical exper-
iments do not change qualitatively for di erent values of  .
In all experiments we set N = 2200 and let the external force be deﬁned
by
g  =
 
             
             
 1   x ,  =  N +1 ,..., 2,
  1
10N,   =  1,
1
5N,   =0 ,
  1
10C2N,   =1 ,
1   x ,  =1 ,...,N.
(74)
This forcing function was chosen so that the curvature of the solution has
roughly the same order of magnitude throughout the domain, which allows us
to observe the predicted convergence rates. The large oscillations of the force
at   =  1,0,1 cause the solution to be highly non-smooth at the origin, which
has a similar e ect as a defect. The exact atomistic solution with A = 1 is
displayed in Figure 2.
Given a maximal meshsize h and an atomistic region {  ,..., }, we con-
struct the set Lrep = Lrep( ,h) as follows:
1. We add the indices 0,±1,...,±(  + 2) to Lrep.
2. We add the indices ±(  + 2 + 2j), j =1 ,...J, to Lrep( ,h), where J is
chosen maximally so that no element diameter exceeds h.Analysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 33
 2,200  1,100 0 1,100 2,200
 0.015
 0.005
0.005
0.015
0.025
0.035
 
u
 
 
Exact Solution
Fig. 2 Atomistic solution with rcut = 2, N = 2200, interaction potential  (r)=
e 2 (r 1)   2e  (r 1) with   = 3, macroscopic strain A = 1, and external force g de-
ﬁned by (74).
0     +2 h N
Fig. 3 Visualisation of the construction of Lrep( ,h) with parameters   =3 ,r cut =2 ,N =
34, and h =8  .
3. We add the indices  +2+2J +k2J 1 to Lrep( ,h), resulting in a uniform
mesh up to the boundary.
4. We add N to Lrep( ,h), which simpliﬁes the datastructures.
A visualisation of this construction is provided in Figure 3, with parameters
  =3 ,r cut =2 ,N = 34, and h =8  .
Apart from the QCF and SAC methods we also implemented the full atom-
istic model to obtain exact comparison solutions, the QCL method (Section
2.4), the original energy-based QC (QCE) method [24] and a ﬂavour of the
quasinonlocal QC (QNL) method [32], which is an energy-based QC method
without ghost forces. A complete description of these methods would exceed
the scope of this paper and we refer instead to [5,6,24,32] for details. An error
analysis similar to our present work for the QCL, QCE and QNL methods is
given in [27].
To compute local minimizers of the atomistic model we used a nonlin-
ear conjugate gradient method preconditioned by a discrete Laplacian. To
compute solutions of the nonlinear systems arising from the various QC for-
mulations we used a truncated Newton method, taking the interpolant of the
atomistic solution as the starting guess.34 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
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Fig. 4 Relative error of various atomistic/continuum methods for the model problem
described in the beginning of Section 6, with A = 1,   = 5, and varying h.
6.1 Test 1: a deep equilibrium
In our ﬁrst numerical test we study the decay of the error as h approaches
 . In Figure 4 we plot the relative errors of displacements, measured in the
superconvergent norm
 Ihya   yqc U 1, 
 Ihya   Ax U 1, 
,
for A = 1,   = 5 and varying h. We observe precisely the predicted O(h2) rates
of decay for the error of the QCF and SAC methods. As the atomistic spacing
is approached we see that the error curve becomes ﬂat, which indicates that the
modelling error dominates the discretization error. The QNL method (which
has no ghost force) also achieves very good accuracy, however, the ﬁrst-order
interface error observed in [5,25,27] becomes dominant well before the second-
order modelling error. The error of the QCL method is of course dominated by
the “defect”. It is also very interesting to note that, in this particular problem,
the error in the QCE method due to the ghost force [5,23,31] is even larger
than the error committed by the QCL method due to describing the “defect”
with the continuum model.
Repeating the test with   = 3, which is shown in Figure 5, gives rise to
an interesting observation. As expected, the errors of the QNL, QCF as well
as the SAC method increase due to a smaller atomistic region. It is, however,
somewhat unexpected that the QCF method deteriorates far more than the
SAC method and becomes even less accurate than the QNL method. We have
made similar observations for modiﬁed experiments, and hence this indicatesAnalysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 35
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Fig. 5 Relative error of various atomistic/continuum methods for the model problem
described in the beginning of Section 6, with A = 1,   = 3, and varying h.
that the QCF method may have some di culties with very small atomistic
regions. At this point we are unable to o er an explanation for this e ect.
6.2 Test 2: accuracy near a bifurcation point
In our second test we investigate the accuracy of the QCF, SAC, and QNL
methods as the deformation approaches a bifurcation point. To that end we
ﬁrst compute atomistic solutions with varying macroscopic strain A. We in-
crease A in small steps until a critical value Acrit
a is reached at which the
atomistic solution ceases to be stable. Next, for various values of A   [1,Acrit
a ],
approaching Acrit
a , we solve the QCF, SAC, and QNL equilibrium equations
taking the interpolant of the atomistic solution as the starting guess of the
truncated Newton method. If the method fails or does not converge within ﬁfty
steps, then we declare the method unstable. Throughout these experiments we
choose   = 5, h =2 6 , for which QCF, SAC and QNL have comparable accu-
racy in our ﬁrst test.
The result of this experiment is displayed in Figure 6. We observe that all
three methods are stable to within a small distance to the bifurcation point
and maintain excellent and comparable accuracy. A ﬁner investigation shows
that the critical strains at which QCF, SAC and QNL become unstable exhibit
the following relative errors:
|Acrit
qcf   Acrit
a |
|Acrit
a   1|
  2.89   10 4,
|Acrit
sac   Acrit
a |
|Acrit
a   1|
  4.34   10 4,
and
|Acrit
qnl   Acrit
a |
|Acrit
a   1|
  4.34   10 4.36 Charalambos Makridakis et al.
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Fig. 6 Relative error of various atomistic/continuum methods for the model problem
described in the beginning of Section 6, with h =2 6 ,   = 5, and varying A so that the
solution approaches a bifurcation point as A approaches the critical value Acrit
a   1.0692.
All relative errors are below (2N) 1, which is the best order of magnitude of
the error that can be expected. We note in particular that the QCF method
is stable almost up to the bifurcation point, which we were unable to prove in
this paper.
7 Conclusion
We have developed an a priori error analysis for two force-based atomistic/con-
tinuum hybrid methods: the force-based quasicontinuum (QCF) method and
a new stress-based atomistic/continuum (SAC) coupling scheme. Our analysis
of the QCF method, and our subsequent formulation of the SAC method were
based on a new notion of atomistic stress function, which arises in a convenient
weak form of the atomistic equilibrium equations. For example, we described
the model error of the Cauchy–Born approximation directly via an error esti-
mate on the Cauchy–Born stress function. This estimate directly enters into
the error analysis of the QCF and SAC methods. The formulation and analysis
of the atomistic stress function for more general interaction potentials in 1D is
straightforward. However, the extension to 2D/3D is an interesting challenge,
since there is no unique way of deﬁning the stress function in 2D/3D.
The most challenging aspect of our analysis was the proof of the stability
estimate for the QCF method. As in previous works on the QCF method [7–
9] we were only able to prove stability in a discrete W1, -norm. We expect
that the formal analogue of such a result in two or three dimensions would be
false, which is the main conceptual reason why our analysis is restricted to a
one dimensional model problem. Even so, we were unable to prove stability ofAnalysis of Two Force-Based A/C Models 37
the QCF method in the entire range of deformations where we observe it in
numerical experiments (see remark 6 and [8] for a more detailed discussion of
this fact). Thus, a question of crucial importance for the analysis of the QCF
method is to ﬁnd an alternative topology in which stability of the QCF method
can be established up to bifurcation points and in two and three dimensions.
By contrast, our stability analysis for the SAC method is valid in the entire
region of stability of the atomistic model, up to a controlled error. Moreover,
in [20] we showed that the linearization of the SAC method is positive deﬁnite
(which is not the case for the QCF method) and this makes an analysis of the
SAC method in two and three dimensions tractable.
Finally, we remark that even a careful formulation and e cient implemen-
tation of the QCF method in two and three dimensions appears to be lacking
at this point. Even though the QCF method is the mechanism hidden behind
the commonly employed ghost-force correction strategy [4,31], we expect that
one can achieve signiﬁcant computational gains by solving the QCF system
(or possibly the SAC system) directly.
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